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Abstract
The Gene Ontology (GO) is a structured controlled vocabulary used by numerous model organism databases for the functional annotation of gene products. GO terms define molecular functions, biological processes, and cellular components that cover all life forms. Until recently, the GO annotation framework was limited in its ability to adequately capture the biological context of each annotation such as when and where a protein was active. Now the GO Consortium has created a methodology that supports the addition of contextual detail to GO annotations extracted from biomedical literature. These extensions include several “effector-target” relationships, such as cellular and anatomical localization dependencies, enzyme substrates, and regulation targets of signal pathways and transcription factors, in addition to the spatial and temporal aspects of processes. These details are captured using relationships to a variety of external ontologies such as the Cell Type Ontology. The Mouse Genome Informatics (MGI) database system supported capturing such details privately for many years. Here we describe the migration of this information into the structured method now available. The enhanced annotations will support more specific queries and allow computational reasoning to augment discovery by inference.
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